
 

Kindergarten Pacing Guide for the week of April 27 – May 1, 2020 
 

 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
 

 
 

READING 

Read a story to a 

family member. 
Discuss the 
characters.  Is this 
fiction or nonfiction? 

Unit 9 Week 3 story 

attached.   

Read a story to a 

favorite stuffed 
animal.   Retell 
what happened in 
the story.   
 

Read a story to a 

family member.   Retell 
what happened in the 
story.   
 
 

Read a story to a family 

member.   Discuss 
setting,  characters,  
and fiction or nonfiction.  

Read a story to a 

family member.  
Retell what 
happened in the 
story. 
 

 
WRITING 

Practice writing this 
week’s new words 
listed on the 
following page.  
Write each 3 times.   

Write a sentence 
using the new 
popcorn word 

“look”.  
 

 

Write a sentence using 
the new popcorn 

word “where”.  

 
 

Write your first, 
middle, and last 
name 3 times. 

Draw a picture of 
what you like to do.  
Then write a 
sentence about it.  
Example – “I like to 

ride my bike.” 

 
PHONICS 

New popcorn 

words- look, where 

 

*you will need to 

make flashcards for 

these words. 
 

Brave spell "ain" 

family words(hint: 

add a letter(s) to 

front: 

● _ain 
● _ain 
● -ain 
● _ain 

 

Sound out words with 
the long “a" vowel 
sound:  

bake, make, take, 

cake 
Rule – super silent “e” 
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=mxVWScxsOsc&
t=80s 
 

Brave spell "ake" family 

words. 
● -ake 
● -ake 
● -ake 
● -ake 
● -ake 

 

Use flashcards to 
review all of our 
words!  Here is a 
fun video too!  
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Zh7oa6K
OHmc 

 

 
MATH 

Count to 100 by 
ones, fives, and tens 
 

Use your flashcards 
to review numbers 
to 30 
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=cVwjmC-
gpBU&t=1s 
 
 

Count to 100 by 
tens and fives! 
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=_yr-
IuM4SEA&t=48s 
 
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=r176jXY
wct8&t=52s 
 

Use number flashcards 
to review numbers to 
30.  

Making ten:  
Using fingers or small 
objects make ten as 
many ways as you 
can. Write the 
"number sentence" 

that goes with it. 

Count to 100 by ones. 
Use dice, dominoes,or 
face cards to compare 

numbers and tell which 
is more/less.  (Ex. Roll 
two die, or pick two 
cards, or dominoes and 
compare). Make a 
game of it. See who 

gets the most correct!   

Select a number 
flashcard and 
count forward 5 

numbers from that 
number.  Ex. - if 
your card is 12, the 
correct answer 
would be 12, 13, 14, 
15,16,17. Repeat 

activity 5 times.  
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This week’s NEW sight words to practice are: 
look  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjJbnMLpS-o 

 
where https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERPAIsA6Kj4 

 
Continue practicing: 
has https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9gFLz2KYls 
 
play https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5u4xyKQubgM 
   
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTd7cP3xAnA 
 
help https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YgoJ8fKXxk&t=9s 
 
too https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Dz67g4WZ7g 
 
Things to remember: 
*A sentence begins with a capital letter, ends with a punctuation mark, and makes sense!  Use your finger as a 

Spaceman also!  
*These activities should not take more than 30 – 45 minutes.  Go at a comfortable pace, divide the activities up 
throughout the day if needed.   
*Repitition is the key to learning new words! Read it frequently throughout the day, tape it on doors, cabinets, 

or the refrigerator and use it as a password that you have to read before opening.   
*Addition decodable readers are available on our school website at www.gallatincusd7.com  

 
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact your child’s teacher: acox@gallatincusd7.com , 

dnewton@gallatincusd7.com , mjackson@gallatincusd7.com  

 
If you don’t have email, call the elementary office at 618-272-7008 and leave your name and numbers and we 
will call you.  This is a learning experience for all of us and we appreciate all you are doing to help your child! 
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